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QUESTION 1

Data is often said to exist in one of three states: 

1.

 In motion being transmitted over a network or connection 

2.

 At rest persisted in a queue, disk, file, and so on 

3.

 In memory loaded into computer memory 

The third state, in memory, is seldom mentioned in security standards, texts and requirements. Why? 

A. Computer memory has built-in parity checking which protects against malicious alteration 

B. No one has direct access to a computer\\'s memory, therefore it is the safest place to be. 

C. All modern computers (developed since the mid-90s) automatically store data in memory in encrypted from to help
ensure confidentiality and integrity, because of this, more emphasis has been placed on raising the level of protection in
the other two states. 

D. This state is often overlooked. Data in memory can easily be viewed by anyone with system administrator. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

In Memory - a term used here to describe data that is currently being processed and therefore exposed to 

any program, diagnostic tool, operating system command, virus, etc. that is able to access memory. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following token profiles is not included in the WS-Security standard as a standard type of identity token? 

A. XACML token profile 

B. SAML token profile 

C. username token profile 

D. Kerberos token profile 

E. X.500 token profile 

Correct Answer: A 
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Explanation: 

TheWS-Securityspecification allows a variety of signature formats, encryption algorithms and multiple trust domains,
and is open to various security token models, such as: 

*

 X.509 certificates (not E) 

*

 Kerberos tickets (not D) *UserID/Password credential (not C) 

*

 SAML Assertions (not B) *custom-defined tokens. 

Note: WS-Security (Web Services Security, short WSS) is a flexible and feature-rich extension to SOAP to apply
security to web services. It is a member of the WS-* family of web service specifications and was published by OASIS. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is not a part of the Oracle Reference Architecture Monitoring and Management framework? 

A. Integration 

B. Services 

C. Management 

D. User Interaction 

E. Monitoring 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

To define a framework that meets both the management and monitoring requirements and the architecture 

principles, one might consider the framework to be comprised of four major parts (User Interaction, 

Management, Monitoring, and Integration) that complement other ORA components (ORA Engineering, 

ORA Security). The framework utilizes a management repository for storage of all current and historical 

data and metadata. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 4

The Oracle Reference Architecture (ORA) contains both horizontal and vertical architectural layers. Which statements
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best describe the layers within ORA? 

A. Lavers only provide a means to partition the capabilities encompassed by ORA and have no significance. 

B. Horizontal layers are used to depict that upper layers build on the capabilities provided by lower layers 

C. Vertical layers are used to depict capabilities applied across all the horizontal layers. 

D. Horizontal layers are used to signify that the lower layers can be accessed only via the upper layers. 

E. Vertical layers are used to depict enterprise-wide capabilities, whereas horizontal layers departmental capabilities. 

F. Horizontal layers are stateful, whereas vertical layers are stateless. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: 

B: The horizontal layers illustrate that upper layers build upon or use the capabilities of lower layers. Examples: Shared
Infrastructure, Information Management, Information Assets, Application Infrastructure C:Layers depicted vertically are
orthogonal to the horizontal layers and apply across the entire platform, working in conjunction with horizontal layers to
provide a complete solution. 

Examples: Enterprise Development, Enterprise Security, Enterprise Management 

Note: In order to promote modularity and encapsulation, an architecture will usually be divided into layers. Each layer
has a specific purpose and leverages technologies, standards, and products designed specifically to address that
purpose. Layers generally build upon the layers below and provide benefits and capabilities to the layers above. The
ORA diagram in the figure below illustrates the many aspects of enterprise computing in the form of horizontal and
vertical layers 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is not an objective or function of the WS-Trust standard? 

A. to enable applications to construct trusted SOAP message exchanges 

B. to synchronize Identities across security domains 
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C. to exchange tokens in order to overcome differencesin supported technology between service consumers and
service providers 

D. to exchange tokensin order to mapidentities supplied by service consumers with identities supported by service
providers 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Oracle STS leverages the WS-Trust standard protocol to manage token exchange between the Web
Service Client (WSC) and the Web Service Provider (WSP) (not C). WS-Trust provides a standard way to send security
token requests to any Security Token Service (STS) (not D). This specification can be used to manage token
transformation when crossing the various security boundaries of the information system (not B). 

References: 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following statements best describes how the deployment supports closed-loop governance? 

A. The Metadata Repository is integrated with the operational systems to link operational metrics to the assets to ensure
that the assets perform asintended. 

B. The Metadata Repositories deployed in each environment are chained to share asset usage information. 

C. A closed-loop governance framework is deployed on a clustered server to monitor the governance activities. 

D. Production systems are integrated to the developer desktops to validate the requirements against the implemented
code. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: 

SOA Software\\'s Policy Manager and Service Manager combine to form a comprehensive closed-loop SOA 

Governance solution. 

Closed loop means: 

*

 Defining and managing actionable policies in a governance solution at design-time 

*

 Enforcing these policies via deep integration with a management solution at run-time 

*

 Auditing that these policies are being enforced 

*

 Using industry standards (WS-Policy, WS-MEX) where appropriate for information exchange Closed loop infrastructure
enables demand and Value Management 
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*

 Collect performance, usage and exception statistics at run-time 

*

 Track these statistics via the governance solution 

*

 Use live, audited information to drive value-based decisions about the effectiveness of different services and
organizations 

*

 Provide developers with up to the minute information about a service in runtime to inform their decisions about which
services to use 

*

 Manage supply and demand to ensure maximum efficiency and benefit from SOA 

The products share a common registry and metadata repository to ensure seamless integration and offer active
governance. Closed-loop governance will: 

*

 Ensure defined policies are enforced ** When you define a policy for a service you have to KNOW categorically that it is
being enforced ** Generate audit trails for run-time and design-time policy compliance 

*

 Measure the real-world value of SOA ** Not just theoretical value ** How many applications are using each service, and
how much are they using it ** NOT how many applications have asked to use a certain capacity of each service 

*

 Manage, monitor and control relationships between consumers and providers ** Enforced contracts ** Capacity
planning Change management 

The diagram below shows the relationships between SOA governance, security and management, demonstrating how
SOA Policy Management forms a closed loop of policy, metrics, and audit. 
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QUESTION 7

Select the two layers of ORA application infrastructure from the following list: 

A. Application 

B. Platform 

C. Abstraction 

D. Computing Foundation 

Correct Answer: AB 
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Explanation: 

The ORA Application infrastructure covers the following layers: 

*Platform 

* *Virtualization 

**Containers: 

* Computing Foundation ** Distributed Computing: 

**Grid Computing ** Caching 

References: 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following are benefits of three-tier distributed computing? 

A. It allows separation and independent scaling of the data tier and middle/business tier 

B. Management of security, transaction, and connection are handled in the middle tier. 

C. It allows the client to query the database directly. 

D. It improves the performance of the application tenfold. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Explanation: Three-tier architecture allows the data tier and middle tier to scale independently (A). It also allows multiple
clients to share the business logic running in the middle tier. This makes distribution of the application a lot easier. Since
security, transactions management, and connection management are handled in the middle tier, it gives better control of
the resources (B). Three-tier architecture is more scalable than the simple client-server model and requires less
powerful client side machines. Due to these characteristics this architecture is suitable for small to medium enterprise
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deployments. 

Note: Distributed programming typically falls into one of several basic architectures or categories such as Client-server,
three-tier architecture, and N-tier architecture. In the three tier architecture, business logic is handled in the middle tier,
presentation rendering is handled on the client and data management is handled in the backend. This architecture
allows multiple clients to access centrally deployed business logic components. This allows centralized distribution and
management of resources. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following are the three major tiers of the Logical view of the Oracle Management Reference Architecture? 

A. Administrative Tier 

B. Client Tier 

C. Management Tier 

D. Managed Services Tier 

E. Managed Target Tier 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Explanation: 

* 

The Client Tier represents access to management content and operations as well as end users accessing the
appropriate business solution. Administrators utilize a browser based console to perform their management tasks using
a standard browser interface. The management console which is lightweight, easy to access and firewall friendly,
enables administrators to centrally manage their entire environment. 

* 

The Management Tier renders the content and interface for the management console that gives access to management
operations such as monitoring, administration, configuration, central policy setting, and security. The Management Tier
controls the accessing and uploading of management information. 

* 

The Managed Target Tier contains the named infrastructure components that are required to be managed and
monitored. It is common to utilize a combination of agent based and gateway (a.k.a. proxy) patterns to monitor and
manage hosted and non-hosted targets. 
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QUESTION 10

Oracle Web Services Manager uses an agent-based approach to providing Web Services security. Where are these
agents deployed? 

A. In any IPv4 of Later network firewall 

B. In the Oracle WebLogic Server Web Service request Interceptors 

C. In the Oracle Service Bus proxy pipeline 

D. In the Oracle Access Manager web gate 

E. In the Oracle WebLogic Server access gate 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

You use the Web Services Manager Control Console to define Oracle Web Services Manager components 

such as server agents. The server agent acts as an enforcement point for security policies. 

Point your browser to the Web Services Manager Control Console and log in using your single sign-on 
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user name and password. 

The Web Services Manager Control Console is accessed with a URL of the form: 

http://:port_number/ccore 

 

QUESTION 11

Much as in modular programming, there are two ways that federation applies to user interface design: 

as either consumer or producer of federated Interface elements. 

Which statement is true? 

A. As a consumer, the end user is responsible for incorporating existing Interface elements into the user interface. 

B. As a consumer, the device is responsible for incorporating existing Interface elements into the user interface. 

C. As a consumer, the developer is responsible for incorporating existing Interface elements into the user interface. 

D. As a producer, the developer is responsible for building separate and independent interface elements that can be
incorporated into another user interface. 

E. As a producer, the developer is responsible for incorporating existing interface elements into the user interface. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

As a consumer the developer is responsible for incorporating existing interface elements into the user 

interface. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following are strategies for alert management with Oracle Enterprise Manager? 

A. controlling the volume of alerts 

B. removing unwanted alerts 

C. centralized filtering of alerts 

D. automating fix for common alerts 

Correct Answer: BD 

Explanation: 

B: New in Enterprise Manager 10g Release 5 (10.2.0.5) 
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Alert Management Enhancements: Administrators can better manage their log-based alerts (e.g., alert log 

alerts) by setting duration-based notification rules that clear such alerts on a periodic basis, or by using 

new EMCLI verbs that support bulk clearing of such alerts. 

D: New in Enterprise Manager 10g Release 5 (10.2.0.5) 

Alert Management Enhancements: On-demand evaluation of alerts allow administrators to quickly verify 

whether the fixes implemented for alerts result in clearing of the alert. 

Note: Advanced alert management 

 

QUESTION 13

What does Lifecycle Management Provisioning refer to? 

A. The process of preparing and equipping a network to allow it to provide (new) services to its users. 

B. Automation of the Installation and configuration of operating systems, infrastructure software, applications, services,
virtual servers, and hosts across different platforms, environments, and locations 

C. Demonstration and enforcement of regulatory standards. Industry standards, and internal best practices 

D. A comprehensive management and monitoring solution that helps to effectively manage services from an overview
level to theindividual component 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

Provisioning deals with automation of the installation and configuration of operating systems, infrastructure 

software, applications, services, virtual servers, and hosts across different platforms, environments, and 

locations. 

Note: Lifecycle Management focuses on managing the lifecycle of software, applications, services, virtual 

servers, and hosts by automating deployment procedures to not only assist in the deployment of software, 

applications, services, and servers but also the maintenance of these deployments. This makes critical IT 

operations easy, efficient, and scalable resulting in lower operational risk and cost of ownership. Two key 

capabilities within lifecycle management is provisioning and patching. 
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References: 

 

QUESTION 14

The Service-Oriented Integration architecture makes a distinction between technical orchestrations and business
processes. Which statement best describes these two concepts? 

A. A business processes is likely to change when the business changes, whereas a technical orchestration is likely to
change when back-end systems change. 

B. A business process that is implemented within SOIis called a technical orchestration. 

C. Each business process is implemented by calling a sequence of SOA Services. This sequential calling of SOA
Services Is what is known as a technical orchestration. 

D. A technical orchestration is a low-level implementation detail and has no relationship to business processes. 

E. Business processes are implemented using BPMN, whereas technical orchestrations are Implemented using BPEL. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

Technical orchestration is separated from business processes. Making a clear distinction between 

technical aspects and business aspects facilitates maintenance of both. Technical aspects change when the underlying
systems change whereas business aspects change when the business changes. 

References: 
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QUESTION 15

Which of the following are common management and monitoring standards available today? 

A. Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 

B. Java Management Extensions (JMX) 

C. the Java EE Management specification (JSR 77) 

D. Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Explanation: 

*

 Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is a well-known and popular protocol for network management. 

*

 Java Management Extensions (JMX) is a specification for monitoring and managing Java resources such as
applications, JVM, and J2EE resources. 

*

 The Java EE Management specification (JSR 77) provides a standard model for managing a J2EE Platform and
describes a standard data model for monitoring and managing the runtime state of any Java EE Web application server
and its resources. 

References: 
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